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If you listen to a lot of radio comedy, you’ll soon develop an awareness of and 
(an appreciation for) dialect. Skill in the use of variant forms of English was an 
essential tool in the radio performer’s kit -- and if you pick up any radio casting 
directory of the 1930s or 1940s, you’ll find classified listings sorting out actors 
according to those dialects in which they were proficient. You’ll notice a great 
many of these performers listing “New York,” “Brooklyn,” or “Bronx” accents 
among their accomplishments…but if you listen to a lot of radio, you’ll also soon 
notice that a lot of those accents weren’t very good.

No, it took a real New Yorker to really sound like one on the air. And if you didn’t 
think so, Ed Gardner would set you straight. A hustling radio producer, director, 
writer, and actor, Gardner didn’t just play a “typical New York mug” on the air 
-- he lived the part in real life. He was a bundle of New York energy from start 
to finish, and no other radio performer ever portrayed (or packaged) that persona 

more effectively. Gardner’s 
magnum opus, the whimsical-
ly gritty “Duffy’s Tavern,” is 
as New York a radio program 
as ever hit the air.

The rest of the country had 
a love-hate relationship with 
The City. The brassy get-out-
of-my-face New York attitude 
was admired by some, but re-
sented by others. So executives 
at the advertising agencies and 
broadcasting networks had a 
tendency to gloss over the more 
working-class aspects of New 
York life. Aside from the pa-
rade of cynical subway-riding, 

CD 6A: “Mrs. Nussbaum Asks John J. Anthony 
for Marital Advice” - 01/22/1947
Minerva Pious guest stars as Mrs. Nussbaum. She 
is hoping to get some marriage advice from another 
guest, John J. Anthony.

CD 6B: “Archie Has Three Days to Live” - 02/09/1949
Our favorite bartender thinks he's on death’s door. Will he tell the gang at the 
Tavern?

CD 7A: “Schoolmate Willie Gundig Visits” - 02/16/1949
Archie goes all out to impress his old schoolmate Willie Gundig.

CD 7B: “Archie Throws a Block Party” - 03/30/1951
Can Archie afford to book Artie Shaw for his big block party? What are his 
alternatives if he can’t?

CD 8A: “Archie Writes an Opera for TV” - 11/16/1951
Guest Deems Taylor is on hand to critique Archie's new musical creation.

CD 8B: “Archie's Old Teacher Visits” - 12/14/1951
Archie sets up a Round Table discussion to impress his old schoolteacher.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She 
received the 2005 Ray Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history 
research from the Friends Of Old Time Radio.
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knish-eating grotesques offered by Fred Allen’s Mighty Allen Art Players during 
the 1930s, the real street-level New Yorkers didn’t get a whole lot of representa-
tion on the air. 

Ed Gardner was a rising presence in the broadcasting business just then, with an 
idea hatching in the back of his febrile brain, but it took him a while to bring it to 
the forefront. He started out in life as Eddie Poggenburg, just another guy from 
Queens, who parlayed a mile-a-minute mouth and reasonable piano skills into an 
early job playing music in a neighborhood saloon. The place had a grimy mirror 
behind the bar, sawdust on the floor, a free lunch counter that dared patrons more 
than it enticed them, and a general atmosphere of seedy inertia. In fact, it was 
the type of establishment most quickly abolished as Prohibition fixed the nation 
under its chilling gaze…casting poor Eddie Poggenburg out into the street. 

A job was a job, and there were plenty of opportunities in 1920s New York for a 
young man with an eye for the possibilities. Eddie found his niche as a salesman, 
moving all sorts of merchandise and promoting all sorts of ventures -- always 
managing to pull in a buck or two when he needed it most. But by the end of 
the decade, he was growing tired of these nickel-and-dime hustles, and found 
himself thinking in the long term. It was time to settle down, get serious, and find 
a purpose. If only there were a field, readily accessible in New York, where a 
young man with a sharp line of patter, a take-no-prisoners attitude, limitless self-
confidence, and a gift for public relations might be able to find a niche. 

A spark-eyed young woman calling herself Shirley Booth pointed Eddie 
Poggenberg in the right direction. As much a New Yorker as Eddie himself, 
Booth grew up in Brooklyn (with all the spirit such an upbringing might 

suggest). She yanked herself up the theatrical ladder 
with natural acting skill, sharp comic instincts, and a 
cast-iron voice. She and Eddie made a natural match, 
and from their marriage in 1929, Eddie decided that 
show business was the place for him as well. Clothing 
himself with a businesslike new name, Ed Gardner 
turned his well-honed talent for salesmanship toward 
a career as a theatrical publicist. He flacked along 
the Main Stem, keeping his eyes open, until he 
decided that he’d learned enough to take a flyer into 
production. A couple of flop comedies showcasing 
his wife curtailed further plans along those lines, but 
Gardner did make enough of a name for himself to 

CD 1A: “Archie’s Life Story” - 10/26/1943
Guest Ida Lupino helps chronicle the story of Archie’s 
life.

CD 1B: “Bing Crosby May Buy a Half Interest in 
the Bar” - 12/07/1943
The barkeep writes a show in honor of special guest, 
and possible investor, Bing Crosby.

CD 2A: “Archie Invests in an Oil Well” - 
02/22/1944
How can Archie raise enough money to buy a stake in an oil concern? Perhaps 
guest Phil Baker would let him have a spot on his quiz program. 

CD 2B: “Archie Tries to Get a Girl for Dennis Day” - 05/02/1944
Archie plays matchmaker for Irish tenor Dennis Day.

CD 3A: “Insurance Policy for Finnegan” - 09/22/1944
Archie has two goals in this episode: to convince Gene Tierney to go on a date 
with him, and to sell an insurance policy to a Duffy’s Tavern regular. 

CD 3B: “Guest: Sonny Tufts” - 02/02/1945
Can Archie convince actor Sonny Tufts to go to a Valentine’s Day dance?

CD 4A: “Guest: Pat O’Brien” - 03/16/1945
The Duffys are celebrating their wedding anniversary, and Pat O’Brien shows 
up at the party.

CD 4B: “Fish and Fantasy” - 04/27/1945
Guest John Garfield stars in Archie’s new play.

CD 5A: “Archie Tries to Impress Marie McDonald” - 04/12/1946
The Romeo of Third Avenue pretends to be rich to woo a famous actress. He’s so 
convincing that she agrees to marry him! 

CD 5B: “Archie Tells Everyone About World Hunger” - 05/03/1946
The Tavern gang gets serious for a change, as Archie and company take a look at 
the real-world problem of global hunger, and what can be done about it.

Ida Lupino

Shirley Booth
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flight to New York for broadcast, a shipment NBC awaited 
each week with mounting concern over unexpected delays. 
Added to all this was the loss of Eddie Green, who died in 
early 1950, and of Charlie Cantor, who decided that the San 
Juan life was not for him. Sid Raymond -- later renowned 
as the voice of Baby Huey -- took over the role of Finnegan. 
Gardner brought in Bert “The Mad Russian” Gordon and, 
later, jazz pianist Fats Pinchon to replace Green. However, 
the original performers and their well-honed interplay with 

Gardner as Archie had been essential to the success of the program, and the 
losses were palpable. Duffy’s Tavern withered in the stifling Caribbean air, and 
came to an end in 1951. Ed Gardner, radio’s quintessential New Yorker, returned 
to the mainland and settled down in a pleasant Beverly Hills home, enjoying a 
prosperous retirement until his death in 1963.

Gardner did make a half-hearted attempt to bring the show to television, but 
somehow seeing the Tavern made it seem less real. It looked too clean, too 
bright. It didn’t look at all like New York. No, it was the anything-can-happen, 
freewheeling sense of imagination that brought an atmospheric slice of down-
at-the-heels New York to radio, and it was in the many recordings the series left 
behind that the real “Duffy’s Tavern” lives on. 

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
RCA VICTOR division of the RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

STERLING PRODUCTS INC.

presents
ED GARDNER

as Archie Himself
in

DUFFY’S TAVERN
with 

Eddie Green, Charlie Cantor, Florence Halop, Sandra Gould, Hazel 
Shermet, Alan Reed, Sid Raymond, Bert Gordon and Ed “Fats” Pinchon

Music by
Peter Van Steeden

Bert “Reet Veet” Reeves
Matty Malneck

Cesar Concepcion

earn an entree into the halls of the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency, where 
he discovered a whole new world to conquer. 

The Thompson firm had a major stake in radio, and skilled production people 
were always in demand. Learning the ropes quickly, Gardner soon made himself 
an indispensable figure in the agency’s radio department. He had a hand in most 
of Thompson’s top programs of the period, including those of Rudy Vallee, 
Burns and Allen, and Bing Crosby…all the while honing his own skills as a 
writer, director, and general program troubleshooter. While he was doing this, 
he was also making connections and finding opportunities to explore other 
aspects of the broadcast medium. In 1938, Gardner met a young writer named 
Abe Burrows who, if it was at all possible, was even more the embodiment of 
New York than Gardner himself. This balding, bespectacled young fellow had a 
CCNY education to back up his lacerating wit. Burrows was trying to get into 
broadcasting by writing gags for third-rank radio comics when he crossed paths 
with Gardner, who was just then developing an idea for a sustaining variety 
series at CBS. Burrows gladly kicked in as a contributing writer for the new 
show.

That program was This Is New York, a lighthearted anthology exploring the many 
facets of the city and its people. Presided over by literary critic Gilbert Seldes, the 
series featured skits, musical numbers, and guest personalities. On the surface, 
the concept was a bit highbrow, so they needed to find a way to give it a bit 
more down-to-earth appeal. Gardner wanted to add a character who would typify 
working-class New Yorkers -- a voice to provide a humorous counterpoint to 
Seldes’ lofty pronouncements. He auditioned various dialecticians, but none of 
them offered the authenticity he was looking for. Finally, he decided to play the 
role himself. Thus was born “Archie,” a likable lug identified with no particular 
borough or specific ethnicity who could represent all working-stiff New Yorkers 
while offending none. 

This embryonic Archie wasn’t yet “The Manager” -- 
but he did, from time to time, mention a neighborhood 
hangout called “Duffy’s Bar and Grill.” It was a 
watering hole typical of the low-rent dives that dotted 
every block in any working-class neighborhood in the 
city. After This Is New York went the way of most 
obscure sustaining programs, Gardner found himself 
returning to the character and the concept. Not long 
after the series’ demise, he went to the West Coast 

Bert "Mad Russian" Gordon

Abe Burrows
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Duffy would never actually appear on the program, communicating with Archie 
only by frequent and dyspeptic telephone calls. 

The Tavern itself was only sparsely described, but the rattly off-key piano 
rendition of “When Irish Eyes Are Smiling” that introduced each episode helped 
listeners to imagine what it might be like. The dim lights, the miserable food, 
the watered drinks, the grimy floor and the threadbare clientele all came to life 
through the clever dialogue and expert characterizations. Even Shirley Booth’s 
departure in early 1942, on the heels of a divorce, couldn’t compromise the 
essence of the program. Gardner simply recast the role -- again and again -- and 
kept on going. As had been suggested in the Forecast episode, guest stars had a 
key part to play in the success of Duffy’s. And with a healthy sponsor picking up 
the tab, Gardner made sure his program was a must-stop for Hollywood types 
passing through New York. Eventually, there were too few of these to suit him, 
and he moved the show to Hollywood in 1944 -- a move that did absolutely 
nothing to disperse the heavy New York atmosphere that exuded from practically 
every line of every episode. 

Gardner ran the show from the top down, going through writers like pretzels, 
and earned a reputation as one of the toughest comedy editors in the business. He 
had clear instincts for what worked and what didn’t, and he had little use for the 
silage that then made up too significant a share of radio’s comedy content by the 
mid-forties. Abe Burrows himself was the epitome of a Duffy’s Tavern writer, but 
even he couldn’t keep up with the demand for material, and finally left the series 
in 1945. While Gardner never quite managed to find another individual writer 
of Burrow’s ability, he managed well enough with an ever-changing phalanx of 
scripters in his place. It was said that if you could make Gardner laugh at a party, 
he’d offer you a job on his staff. True or not, Duffy’s was notorious for having the 
most impressive writers’ turnover in the business, and the continued high quality 
of the scripts amidst all this staff fluctuation is ample testimony to Gardner’s 
editorial skill. 

Hollywood couldn’t kill Duffy’s Tavern, but San Juan could. Gardner took 
advantage of a postwar economic-development scheme offering tax breaks to 
businesses that relocated to Puerto Rico, and packed up his show for the sunny 
Caribbean in 1949. The move was highly controversial, exposing Gardner to 
blistering criticism in the press and even calls for an FBI investigation, but it 
also had a severe impact on the program’s ability to attract the level of guest 
talent listeners had come to expect. The production schedule was also tight, 
requiring the master recording of each episode to make a 1,400 mile air-mail 

to supervise production on the popular Good 
News of 1939 program for Maxwell House 
Coffee. Gardner delivered a lengthy monologue 
in character as Archie on the November 9th 
Good News broadcast, relating the doings at 
what he now called “Duffy’s Tavern.” Bit by 
bit, the ideas were falling into place.

Back in New York after Good News ended its 
season, Gardner went to work developing a new 
Thompson-produced series for crooner Rudy 

Vallee. He also amused himself by taking on occasional comic acting roles on 
The Columbia Workshop. Finally, at the end of July, Archie emerged in full dress 
on CBS’ Forecast series with the first broadcast of what would become Duffy’s 
Tavern. Although there were no “regular” characters other than Archie himself 
in the Forecast episode, the rakish New York tone of the feature was present in 
full force -- especially in Gardner’s memorable monologue about the two-headed 
baseball player Two-Top Gruskin, a surreal piece of material that would become 
his signature routine. 

The Forecast program was designed to parade a series of program ideas to 
potential sponsors, and hopes were high for Duffy’s Tavern -- but there were 
no immediate bites. Gardner bided his time working on the Vallee program 
until, in early 1941, the makers of Schick razors decided to take a chance on 
Tavern. Gardner hunkered down with Abe Burrows to build up the basic bones 
of the concept into a regular show. Gardner was acquainted with the work of 
a sharp-voiced African-American comedy veteran named Eddie Green, who 
had appeared often on the Vallee show. Green’s established comic persona had 
just the right tone to work as a sidekick for Archie. Gardner hired him to play 
the role of Eddie the Waiter -- a streetwise, sarcastic factotum who, though he 

unfailing called his employer “Mist’ Archie,” never 
failed to communicate that he didn’t think too much 
of whatever said employer was up to. For further 
support, Gardner brought in dialectician Charlie 
Cantor, a mainstay of Fred Allen’s “Mighty Allen 
Art Players,” to play a slack-jawed stooge named 
Clifton Finnegan. Rounding out the cast was his own 
wife, Shirley Booth, as the Tavern owner’s sardonic 
daughter “Miss Duffy.” No actor was cast as Duffy 
himself, with the running gag of the show being that 

Ed Gardner (in the bow tie) with Rudy Vallee 
(center) and a cadre of comedians.

Charlie Cantor
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flight to New York for broadcast, a shipment NBC awaited 
each week with mounting concern over unexpected delays. 
Added to all this was the loss of Eddie Green, who died in 
early 1950, and of Charlie Cantor, who decided that the San 
Juan life was not for him. Sid Raymond -- later renowned 
as the voice of Baby Huey -- took over the role of Finnegan. 
Gardner brought in Bert “The Mad Russian” Gordon and, 
later, jazz pianist Fats Pinchon to replace Green. However, 
the original performers and their well-honed interplay with 

Gardner as Archie had been essential to the success of the program, and the 
losses were palpable. Duffy’s Tavern withered in the stifling Caribbean air, and 
came to an end in 1951. Ed Gardner, radio’s quintessential New Yorker, returned 
to the mainland and settled down in a pleasant Beverly Hills home, enjoying a 
prosperous retirement until his death in 1963.

Gardner did make a half-hearted attempt to bring the show to television, but 
somehow seeing the Tavern made it seem less real. It looked too clean, too 
bright. It didn’t look at all like New York. No, it was the anything-can-happen, 
freewheeling sense of imagination that brought an atmospheric slice of down-
at-the-heels New York to radio, and it was in the many recordings the series left 
behind that the real “Duffy’s Tavern” lives on. 
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broadcasting by writing gags for third-rank radio comics when he crossed paths 
with Gardner, who was just then developing an idea for a sustaining variety 
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facets of the city and its people. Presided over by literary critic Gilbert Seldes, the 
series featured skits, musical numbers, and guest personalities. On the surface, 
the concept was a bit highbrow, so they needed to find a way to give it a bit 
more down-to-earth appeal. Gardner wanted to add a character who would typify 
working-class New Yorkers -- a voice to provide a humorous counterpoint to 
Seldes’ lofty pronouncements. He auditioned various dialecticians, but none of 
them offered the authenticity he was looking for. Finally, he decided to play the 
role himself. Thus was born “Archie,” a likable lug identified with no particular 
borough or specific ethnicity who could represent all working-stiff New Yorkers 
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This embryonic Archie wasn’t yet “The Manager” -- 
but he did, from time to time, mention a neighborhood 
hangout called “Duffy’s Bar and Grill.” It was a 
watering hole typical of the low-rent dives that dotted 
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Bert "Mad Russian" Gordon
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If you listen to a lot of radio comedy, you’ll soon develop an awareness of and 
(an appreciation for) dialect. Skill in the use of variant forms of English was an 
essential tool in the radio performer’s kit -- and if you pick up any radio casting 
directory of the 1930s or 1940s, you’ll find classified listings sorting out actors 
according to those dialects in which they were proficient. You’ll notice a great 
many of these performers listing “New York,” “Brooklyn,” or “Bronx” accents 
among their accomplishments…but if you listen to a lot of radio, you’ll also soon 
notice that a lot of those accents weren’t very good.

No, it took a real New Yorker to really sound like one on the air. And if you didn’t 
think so, Ed Gardner would set you straight. A hustling radio producer, director, 
writer, and actor, Gardner didn’t just play a “typical New York mug” on the air 
-- he lived the part in real life. He was a bundle of New York energy from start 
to finish, and no other radio performer ever portrayed (or packaged) that persona 

more effectively. Gardner’s 
magnum opus, the whimsical-
ly gritty “Duffy’s Tavern,” is 
as New York a radio program 
as ever hit the air.

The rest of the country had 
a love-hate relationship with 
The City. The brassy get-out-
of-my-face New York attitude 
was admired by some, but re-
sented by others. So executives 
at the advertising agencies and 
broadcasting networks had a 
tendency to gloss over the more 
working-class aspects of New 
York life. Aside from the pa-
rade of cynical subway-riding, 

CD 6A: “Mrs. Nussbaum Asks John J. Anthony 
for Marital Advice” - 01/22/1947
Minerva Pious guest stars as Mrs. Nussbaum. She 
is hoping to get some marriage advice from another 
guest, John J. Anthony.

CD 6B: “Archie Has Three Days to Live” - 02/09/1949
Our favorite bartender thinks he's on death’s door. Will he tell the gang at the 
Tavern?

CD 7A: “Schoolmate Willie Gundig Visits” - 02/16/1949
Archie goes all out to impress his old schoolmate Willie Gundig.

CD 7B: “Archie Throws a Block Party” - 03/30/1951
Can Archie afford to book Artie Shaw for his big block party? What are his 
alternatives if he can’t?

CD 8A: “Archie Writes an Opera for TV” - 11/16/1951
Guest Deems Taylor is on hand to critique Archie's new musical creation.

CD 8B: “Archie's Old Teacher Visits” - 12/14/1951
Archie sets up a Round Table discussion to impress his old schoolteacher.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She 
received the 2005 Ray Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history 
research from the Friends Of Old Time Radio.
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